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ABSTRACT

Chemical equilibrium is a lesson material for 2nd grade of senior high school in chemistry subject. The material is difficult for some students to understand because the characteristics of the material are abstract and count a lot. Independent learning is required to better understand this topic. Social media can be used as an innovative source of independent learning, one of which is Instagram. The utilization of this platform can attract interest in learning because most students are Instagram users. But there are no accounts that have been found that use it to share chemical equilibrium learning media. The research was carried out to develop chemical equilibrium learning media using Instagram and uncover its validity and practicality. The type of research is educational design research with the Plomp model which consists of three stages, namely: preliminary research, prototyping stage, and assessment phase. The research is limited to prototype stage III. The research subjects were unp chemistry lecturers, chemistry teachers, and students of sman 3 padang. Validation data processed using Aiken’s V formula shows that the media is valid with a value of V = 0.9. Practicality tests on teachers and students in small groups stated that the resulting media was very practical.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Chemical equilibrium is a topic of the chemistry subjects for 2nd grade of senior high school with the following sub-materials: (1) Reversible and Irreversible Reactions; (2) The Dynamic Equilibrium; (3) The Equilibrium Law; (4) The Equilibrium Shift. This material is difficult for some students to understand because of its abstract characteristics and many mathematical calculations. This opinion is following the results of preliminary research by distributing questionnaires that 85% of students stated that chemical equilibrium was difficult. This can be overcome by independent study. Independent learning can increase understanding and ability.

Independent learning is a process where students have control over knowledge and the application of appropriate strategies, understand their tasks, and strengthen decision-making and learning motivation. Independent learning activities can be carried out alone or in groups depending on the way students like learning. The learning process can be carried out by utilizing social media technology. Social media is an effective medium used in learning. One of the social media that can be used is Instagram.

Instagram is a free social networking service for sharing photos and videos. This social media has a feed, which is a place to share and connect with people or things you like. This feature can be used to enrich learning resources so that they are more varied. The use of Instagram can change students’ perceptions of learning. Learning can be more interesting because Instagram is a medium that is widely used and close to the lives of students. Based on the preliminary research questionnaire conducted, it is known that 98% of the 60 students were Instagram users. But this social media has not been widely used in learning.

The media included in Instagram contains a brief explanation because it considers aspects of display size and readability rules. Today, students do not like long reading. Students are currently preferring concise reading sources and short sentences. Learning resources that are following these characters can be developed in the form of pictures, videos, colorful writing containing brief material, and shared on Instagram accounts. This social media can be used as a platform for students to open learning anytime and anywhere.

The results of the preliminary research questionnaire analysis stated that teachers and students were interested in using Instagram for learning. But no account has been found that contains chemical equilibrium learning. Based on this background, research on the development of learning media using Instagram was carried out on chemical equilibrium material for the 2nd grade of senior high school. The research purpose is to develop a chemical equilibrium learning media using Instagram for 2nd grade of senior high school and to reveal the validity and practicality of the media.

2. METHOD

The research was conducted at the FMIPA UNP and SMAN 3 Padang. The subjects of the research were three chemistry lecturers at UNP, two chemistry teachers, and fifteen students. The type of research is educational design research. The research was conducted following Plomp’s research steps which consisted of three main stages, namely: preliminary research, prototyping stage, and assessment phase.

The steps taken at the preliminary research stage are: 1) needs and context analysis. Needs analysis, namely identifying the use of Instagram and problems in learning chemical equilibrium by distributing questionnaires to 60 students and three chemistry teachers at SMAN 1 Baso, SMAN 3 Padang, and SMAN 8 Padang. These schools are located in the city and village. The aim to use these schools is to figure out Instagram use in general and to distinguish between students in the city or village regarding the use of gadgets and social media. Context analysis was carried out to analyze the range of chemical equilibrium materials used as interventions; 2) a literature study is carried out by gathering information from books, journals, and the internet; 3) the formation of a conceptual framework, to analyze important concepts related to the development of chemistry learning media using Instagram. Based on the results of preliminary research, an initial design was made.

The prototyping stage consists of prototype I, prototype II, prototype III, and prototype IV. Prototype I, resulted from the initial design of an Instagram account containing chemistry learning media. The media design was reflected by self-evaluation and then revised. The result of this evaluation is prototype II in the form of a design whose components are complete.

The complete media design was then reflected through expert review by 5 validators and one-to-one evaluation by 3 students. Based on the validation results, revisions were made to produce prototype II in the form of a valid media design.

Media designs that have been validly evaluated in formative small groups. This step resulted in prototype IV in the form of practical and effective media for use in small groups. The research was limited to the prototyping stage, namely the practicality test of prototype III.

The data collection instruments used were validity and practicality questionnaires. Data validation results are processed and represented using Aiken’s V formula. The Aiken’s V index was obtained from a comparison between total validator scores minus the lowest score in each category and the number of validators times the number of categories minus one.

The results of the practicality questionnaire are processed and represented by a percentage formula. The percentage obtained by comparison between the practicality value and the maximum practicality value times one hundred percent.
### 3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The results of the research that has been done are explained as follows:

#### 3.1. Preliminary Research

##### 3.1.1. Needs and context analysis

Needs analysis concludes that several problems are related to learning chemical equilibrium and using Instagram, namely: (1) students spend a lot of time playing Instagram; (2) chemical equilibrium material is difficult for some students to understand; (3) students are interested in learning to use Instagram; (4) there is no Instagram account containing chemical equilibrium learning media.

Context analysis produces Indicators of Competence Achievement (ICA) derived from Basic Competency (BC) 3.8 and 3.9<sup>[17]</sup>. 3.8 describes the Competence Achievement (ICA) derived from Basic containing chemical equilibrium learning media. To use Instagram; (4) there is no Instagram account understanding; (3) students are interested in learning equilibrium material is difficult for some students to a lot of time playing Instagram; (2) chemical using Instagram, namely: (1) students spend a lot of time accessing Instagram, difficulty understanding chemical equilibrium material, and chemical equilibrium material not being available on Instagram.

BC 3.9 analyzes the factors that influence shifts in the direction of equilibrium in the industry. The ICA of BC 3.9 is: (1) explains Le Chatelier’s principles; (2) analyzes the factors that influence the shift in the direction of the equilibrium; (3) analyzes the application of shifts in the direction of equilibrium in the industry.

##### 3.1.2. Literature Study

The literature study produces references related to research, as follows:

1. **Instagram is a free social networking service for sharing photos and videos**<sup>[18]</sup>. Instagram has a feed, which is a feature for sharing and connecting with people or things you like. Social media can be used as an effective innovation to help increase students’ interest and learning achievement<sup>[19]</sup>.

2. Chemical equilibrium material contains facts, concepts, principles, and procedures. Examples of the four dimensions of knowledge are obtained from university chemistry books.

3. Relevant research, namely: Development of an Instagram-based e-poster for alkaline concept material, produced a chemistry learning media for alkaline group material in the periodic table in the form of a valid and practical Instagram e-poster<sup>[20]</sup>. Development of Instagram social media-based mathematics learning media on circle material in junior high school, producing valid, practical, and effective media to improve learning outcomes<sup>[21]</sup>.

#### 3.1.3. Conceptual Framework Development

The conceptual framework refers to all the ideas underlying the research, namely:

1. The problems that underline the research are: the habits of students who spend a lot of time accessing Instagram, difficulty understanding chemical equilibrium material, and chemical equilibrium material not being available on Instagram.

2. The solution offered to overcome the problem is the development of learning media using Instagram as a chemical equilibrium material.

3. The steps taken in producing the media are the Plomp research steps.

The results of the preliminary research were used as a reference in making the initial design of chemical equilibrium learning media using Instagram. The initial design was a @equilibrium_chem account containing chemical equilibrium learning media, which was developed based on the results of preliminary research. Uploads to the account contain (1) Identity which contains the research title, name and supervisor, and institution; (2) BC material; (3) the material following the order of the ICA which is equipped with captions and hashtags; (4) Practice questions.

#### 3.2. Prototyping Stage

The prototyping stage produces prototypes that will be tested and revised based on the formative evaluation. Each prototype and evaluation carried out are:

##### 3.2.1. Prototype I

Prototype I, namely the chemical equilibrium media on Instagram accounts is reflected by self-evaluation. Evaluation is done by completing a checklist of media components. The results of checking indicate that it is necessary to revise the products produced, namely: (1) adding important concepts; (2) correcting the wrong concept; (3) breaking posts into one ICA per post. This improvement resulted in prototype II in the form of a chemical equilibrium learning media using Instagram which has complete content.

##### 3.2.2. Prototype II

The complete equilibrium media chemistry is then reflected through formative expert review evaluation and one-to-one evaluation. An expert review was conducted to test the validity of the developed media. This test was carried out by filling out a questionnaire by three UNP chemistry lecturers and two chemistry teachers at SMAN 3 Padang. This test was carried out using a validity
questionnaire instrument that contains content and construct validity\(^2\).

The content validation value is \(V = 0.85\) with the representation that the developed media is valid. This is Aiken's opinion that a product can be said to be valid if the value of large \(V\) is equal to 0.8 with an error percentage of 4%. The results of this content validity test showed that the resulting media conforms to the scientifically correct chemical equilibrium theory and the 2013 curriculum\(^3\). This is following the opinion of Plomp (2013), content validity is the suitability of the product content produced with science (also called relevance).

Construct validity was tested to determine the consistency of the resulting product\(^4\). According to Plomp (2013), each component of research results must be constantly related to one another. The results of construct validity can be seen in Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessed Aspects</th>
<th>Average of (V) Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legibility</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphics</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming and Usability</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Construct Validity Result

Overall construct validity has a \(V\) value of 0.87 with a valid category. The details of each aspect are as follows:

1. The legibility category has a value of 0.95, which means it is valid. This data shows that the developed media complies with PUEBI\(^5\). In addition, the media presented already has language that is easy to understand so that the desired goals are achieved.

2. The value presentation category obtained is 0.84 with the representation that the developed media is presented in a systematic, clear, and easily observable manner. The presentation of good learning media is media that is easy to see, interesting, simple, accurate, and useful\(^6\).

3. The graphical component gets a \(V\) value of 0.89. This shows that the media design is attractive and neat\(^7\).

4. The programming and utilization component gets a value of \(V = 0.88\). This value indicates that the chemical equilibrium learning media using Instagram is following the terms of uploading on Instagram. The media that is uploaded to Instagram must be free from copyright\(^8\).

A one-to-one evaluation was carried out by filling out interview sheets by three students. Students said that the chemical equilibrium learning media using Instagram has an interesting design. This media can also help students understand the material. This was proven through the results of completing the exercises by the three participants. The students wrote the answer on the provided papers. They were able to answer the questions correctly.

Suggestions from expert reviews and one-to-one evaluations serve as the basis for revising. This improvement resulted in prototype III in the form of a valid chemical equilibrium learning media using Instagram.

3.2.3. Prototype III

Valid media were tested for practicality in small groups. The evaluation was carried out by filling out a questionnaire by two chemistry teachers and twelve students at SMAN 3 Padang. The students have used the chemical equilibrium learning media on Instagram to learn the topic and complete the exercise by writing on the provided paper. And then they were filling out the practicality questionnaire to give their opinion about the media.

The practical results obtained from the practicality questionnaire filling data by students obtained a \(P = 90\%\) with very practical criteria and practicality by the teacher got a \(P = 91\%\) (very practical). The determination of practicality criteria as per the provisions; namely, if the \(P\)-value is in the range of 81\% - 100\% it means very practical.

The practical results of students and teachers can be seen in Figure 2 and Figure 3.

![Figure 2. Practicality Result of Students.](image)

![Figure 3. Practicality Result of Teachers.](image)
The practicality aspect of ease of use based on the teacher and student questionnaire was very practical (P = 89%). The data shows that the media developed is easy to access and understand by students. Ease of access could minimize the costs required to obtain learning media. The practicality of research results refers to users and experts who considered the product to be clear, usable, and cost-effective[29]. The practical benefit aspect was in the very practical category with a P score of 91% of students and 93% of teachers. These results illustrate that media can be used to assist students in learning[30]. This formative evaluation produces media that is practical to use in small groups.

4. CONCLUSION

This research produced chemical equilibrium learning media using Instagram as a source of independent learning for 2nd-grade senior high school students. The validity test shows that the resulting media is valid in terms of content and construct with a value V content of 0.85 and V construct of 0.89. And the small group practicality test shows that the media is very practical to use in small groups with a P-value from the teacher's questionnaire is 91% and students of 89%.
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